The murine gamma-herpesvirus-68 MK3 protein causes TAP degradation independent of MHC class I heavy chain degradation.
The murine gamma-herpesvirus-68 MK3 protein has an intricate interaction with the peptide loading complex that involves MK3 stabilization, a rapid degradation of MHC class I heavy chains, and a slower degradation of TAP. Here we have used tapasin chimeras to distinguish functionally the different immune evasion mechanisms of MK3. Tapasin was cloned in two alternatively spliced forms that differed by a single transmembrane valine residue. Each restored antigen presentation and MK3 function in tapasin-deficient cells. The transmembrane/cytoplasmic portion of tapasin, linked to the extracellular domain of CD8, also restored TAP stability and MK3 stability in tapasin-deficient cells. MK3 did not associate with or degrade MHC class I in these cells, which lacked the endoplasmic reticulum domain of tapasin, but degraded TAP at least as efficiently as when full-length tapasin was present. The un-degraded MHC class I consequently showed impaired maturation. The fact that MK3 required intact tapasin to degrade MHC class I but only the transmembrane/cytoplasmic portion of tapasin to degrade TAP indicated that these two immune evasion functions operate independently.